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Mexico City, February 22nd, 2024 

Rotoplas lays the foundation stone for the new plant in Ixtapaluca 

 

Grupo Rotoplas S.A.B. de C.V. ("Rotoplas", "the Company" or “the Group”) (BMV: AGUA*), the leading 

provider of water-solutions in the Americas, announces the start of construction for the new plant in 

the Metropolitan Area of the Valley of Mexico. This milestone aligns with the first strategic point of 

the CEO's agenda presented during AGUA Day, "Sustainable Growth of the Traditional Business," and 

reaffirms the commitment to innovation and sustainability. 

 

The new facility, designed to replace Rotoplas' first rotomolding plant in Mexico City and set to open 

in the fourth quarter of 2024, will enhance production capacity and allow for the implementation of 

more advanced and sustainable technology in the manufacturing of storage systems like the Tinaco 

Plus+. This plant will also serve as a distribution center for accessories and components for the 

waterflow category. 

 

The plant is strategically positioned to strengthen presence in central Mexico and to meet market 

demand. Additionally, thanks to its infrastructure, planned to maximize efficiency in resource use 

such as energy and gas, waste minimization, and the adoption of systems for rainwater treatment 

and collection, these facilities will be LEED certified, symbolizing our commitment to sustainability 

and operational excellence. 

 

"This project reflects our vision for the future and our commitment to continuous improvement, 

supporting the development of solutions that ensure access to quality water for everyone while 

improving operating conditions for our employees," commented José Luis Mantecón, Vice President 

of Sustainability and Human Capital, during the event. 
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About the Company  

Grupo Rotoplas S.A.B. de C.V. is America’s leading provider of water solutions, including products and services for 

storing, piping, improving, treating, and recycling water. With 45 years of experience in the industry and 18 plants 

throughout the Americas, Rotoplas is present in 14 countries and has a portfolio that includes 27 product lines, 

a services platform, and an e-commerce business. Grupo Rotoplas has been listed on the Mexican Stock Exchange 

(BMV) under the ticker "AGUA" since December 10th, 2014. 
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